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QUESTION: 1
Which command line utility does NOT have the equivalent functionality using the
SQL Administration API?

A. oninit
B. onmode
C. onspaces
D. onparams

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
Several operating-system kernel configuration parameters can affect the use of shared
memory by the database server. Which two kernel parameters may need to be
configured? (Choose two.)

A. Memory page size.
B. Total number of available semaphores.
C. Lower-boundary address for shared memory.
D. Total memory presented to the operating system.
E. Maximum operating-system shared-memory segment size.

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 3
In an organization, all employees are authenticated via domain wide Kerberos single
sign- on. The DBSA wants to provide access to the database server for an employee
without requesting the Operating System (OS) administrator to create a OS level user
account. Which Informix feature does the DBSA need to leverage?

A. Mapped users
B. Role based users
C. Table level access for users
D. Label based access for users

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
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Which Informix utility can be used to display contents of logical-log files, either from
disk or from backup?

A. onlog
B. onclean
C. ondblog
D. onspaces

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
Which two tasks can be performed through an Informix Grid? (Choose two.)

A. Install Informix products.
B. Start Informix servers in a grid.
C. Copy external files to grid servers.
D. Setup replication automatically in a grid.
E. Modify replication server attributes for grid servers.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 6
You have started a violations table for a target table with a non default name. (For
example: "START VIOLATIONS TABLE FOR customer USING exceptions,
reasons;"). How can you determine the relationship between the violations table and
the target table later?

A. Using dbschema utility
B. Using 'oncheck -pT' command
C. Querying sysdepends system catalog table
D. Querying sysviolations system catalog table

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
The 'onstat -k' output is showing '56 lock table overflows'. Which catalog table can be
used to display the relevant lock statistics?
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A. syslocks
B. systables
C. sysprofile
D. sysoverflow

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Which Enterprise Replication command CANNOT be used on replicates that include
TimeSeries columns?

A. cdr start
B. cdr sync
C. cdr realize
D. cdr remaster

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which statement is FALSE?

A. A new index can be created compressed.
B. Attached indexes cannot be compressed.
C. A compressed index can be uncompressed.
D. A compressed index cannot be uncompressed.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 10
Which fragmentation strategy is capable of generating new fragments automatically?

A. Fragment by List
B. Fragment by Range
C. Fragment By Expression
D. Fragment by Round Robin
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